EXTRADRIVE - (A)SYMMETRIC OVERDRIVE EFFECT PEDAL

Order code: K8111

Build your own analog effect pedal and tweak it to your needs.

Features:
- controls: level, tone, drive, symmetric/asymmetric/semi asymmetric (distortion) and has a true bypass heavy duty footswitch
- power/battery LED (blue) indicator
- high quality Neutrik 6,35 mm audio connectors
- full die-cast case: rock solid
- battery or adaptor operated (adaptor and battery not included)
- double buffered audio circuit
- shuts down when cables are disconnected

Specifications:
- dimensions: 115 x 65 x 25 mm
- operating voltage: 9 V DC

*You might also be interested in our [K8110 - TREMOR - OPTICAL TREMOLO EFFECT](#) and our [K8113 - FUZZ BOX - FULL DISTORTION EFFECT](#)